
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

A multilayer substrate for mounting a die comprising:

a ceramic portion comprising an embedded capacitor having first and second

3 term^aals;

4 \ first plurality of lands on a first surface thereof, including a first land coupled to

5 the first terminal and a second land coupled to the second terminal, wherein the first and

6 second land^ are positioned to be coupled to corresponding power supply nodes of the

7' die; and

8 an org^ic portion comprising a pluraUty of conductors, including a first

9 conductor couplmg the first land to the first terminal and a second conductor coupling

10 the second land to ihe second terminal.

1 2. The muhilayer substrate recited in claim 1 and further comprising a second

2 plurality of lands on a second surface thereof, including a third land coupled to the first

3 terminal and a fourth land coupled to the second terminal.

1 3. The multilayer substrate recite^ in claim 2, wherein the pitch of the second

2 plurality of lands is greater than the pitch, of the first plurality of lands, and wherein the

^.---^ pitch is increased within the organic layer^

^y ^V U\\ The multilayer substrate recited in claim 2, wherein the first plurality of lands

2 funher comprises a fifth land positioned to be coupled to a corresponding signal node of

3 the di\ and wherein the second plurality of lands comprises a sixth land coupled to the

4 fifth lanovvia a conductive path that comprises one of the plurality of conductors.
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1 5. The multilayer substrate recitecmn claim 4, wherein the pitch of the second

2 plurality of lands is greater than the pitcn^f the first plurality of lands, and wherein the

3 pitch is increased within the organic layer.^

4f>
The multilayer substrate recited in claim 2, wherein the third and fourth lands are

2 posuioned to be coupled to corresponding power supply nodes of an additional substrate

subjacent to the multilayer ceramic substrate.

1 7. The multilayer substrate recited in claim 1 , wherein the capacitor comprises at

2 least one high permittivity layer.

1 8. The multilayer substrate recited in claim 1 , wherein the capacitor comprises a

2 plurality of high permittivity layers.

1 9. The multilayer substrate recited in claim 8, wherein the capacitor comprises a

2 plurality of conductive layers interleaved with the high permittivity layers, such that

3 alternating conductive layers are coupled to the first and second lands, respectively.

1 10. The multilayer substrate recited in claim 1, wherein the organic portion comprises

2 a plurality of layers, each comprising a portion of the plurality of conductors.

1 yi\ An electronic assembly comprising:

2 ' \ a multilayer substrate comprising:

3 V^'^^ ceramic portion comprising an embedded capacitor having first and

4 second lerranalsx

5 ^ fi^^* plurality of lands on a first surface thereof, including a first land

6 coupled to the\first terminal and a second land coupled to the second terminal; and
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7 \ an organic portion comprising a plurality of conductors, including a first

8 conductor cbupling the first land to the first terminal and a second conductor coupling

9 the second l^d to the second terminal; and

10 a die mmprising first and second power supply nodes coupled to the first and

1 1 second lands, Respectively.

1 12. The eleatronic assembly recited in claim 11, wherein the substrate fiirther

2 comprises a second plurality of lands on a second surface thereof, including a third land

3 coupled to the finst terminal and a fourth land coupled to the second terminal.

1 13. The electronic assembly recited in claim 12, wherein the pitch of the second

2 plurality of lands isWeajeft^an the pitch of the first plurality of lands, and wherein the

3 pitch is increased wi^n the ^rganic layer.

y I

Q
i^fl 1 14. The electroniVkssembly recited in claim 12, wherein the first plurality of lands

^ 2 fiirther comprises a fiftft land coupled to a signal node of the die, and wherein the second

3 plurality of lands comprises a sixth land coupled to the fifth land via a conductive path

i;g 4 that comprises one of theVplurality of conductors.

L'3 1 15. The electronic assembly recited in claim 14, wherein the pitch of the second

2 plurality of lands is greater man the pitch of the first plurality of lands, and wherein the

3 pitch is increased within the ©rganic layer.

1 16. The electronic assembly recited in claim 12, wherein the third and fourth lands

2 are positioned to be coupled to corresponding power supply nodes of an additional

3 substrate subjacent to the multilayer ceramic substrate.

1 17. The electronic assembly recited in claim 1 1 , wherein the capacitor comprises a

2 plurality of high permittivity layers^
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1 18. The electronic assembly recited in claim 17, wherein the capacitor comprises a

2 plurality of conductive layers interleaved with the high permittivity layers, such that

3 alternating conductive layers are coupled to the first and second lands, respectively.

1 19. The electronic assembly recited in claim 11, wherein the organic portion

2 comprises a pluralit>\of layers, each comprising a portion of the pluraUty of conductors.

1 An electronic ^stem comprising an electronic assembly having a die with first

2 and second power suppW nodes coupled to a multilayer substrate, wherein the substrate

3 comprises: \

4 a ceramic portionYomprising at least one embedded capacitor having first and

5 second plates; \ i

6 a first plurality of Imds on a m/st surface thereof, including a first land coupled to

7 the first power supply nodAapia^ land coupled to the second power supply

8 node; and f A
9 an organic portion comprising a plurality of conductors, including first and

10 second conductors respectively coupling the first land to the first plate and coupling the

1 1 second land to the second plate. \

1 21. The electronic system recitSd in claim 20, wherein the substrate further comprises

2 a second plurality of lands on a second surface thereof including a third land coupled to

3 the first plate and a fourth land coupBed to the second plate, wherein the pitch of the

4 second plurality of lands is greater than the pitch of the first plurality of lands, and

5 wherein the pitch is increased within tne organic layer.

1 22. The electronic system recited in claim 2 1 , wherein the first plurality of lands

2 fiirther comprises a fifth land coupled to a\signal node of the die, and wherein the second
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#
3 plurality of lands comprises a sixth land coupled to the fifth land via a conductive path

4 that comprises obe of the plurality of conductors.

1 23. The electronic system recited in claim 22, wherein the pitch of the second

2 plurality of lands is greater than the pitch of the first plurality of lands, and wherein the

3 pitch is increased wimin the organic layer.
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24. The electronic system recited in claim 20, wherein the organic portion comprises

a plurality of layers, eaeh comprising a portion of the plurality of conductors.

A data processing systemcomprising:

a bus coupling cor^pgrfents in^th9^data processing system;

a display coupled

external memory compl^ to the bus; and

a processor coupledjl^the bus and comprising an electronic assembly including:

a die comprising first and second power supply nodes and a first signal

node; and

a multilayer subskate comprising:

a ceramic portion comprising a second signal node and at least one

embedded capacitor havinaa first terminal and a second terminal; and

an organic portion comprising a plurality of conductors, including

a first conductor coupling themrst power supply node to the first terminal, a

second conductor coupling the\second power supply node to the second terminal,

and a third conductor coupling me first signal node to the second signal node.

1 26. The data processing system recitea in claim 25, wherein the plurality of

2 conductors are fanned out within the organic portion.
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#
1 27. The dataWocessing system recited in claim 25, wherein the organic portion

2 comprises a pluMlity of layers, each comprising a portion of the plurality of conductors.

A method for making a substrate to package a die, the method comprising:

forming a first portion of the substrate using ceramic materials, the first portion

3 compVising at least one capacitor having first and second terminals;

4 \ forming a second portion of the substrate using organic materials, the second

5 portioncomprising a plurality of conductors therein, including a first conductor coupled

6 to the firM terminal and a second conductor coupled to the second terminal; and

7 foraiing a first plurality of lands on a surface of the second portion of the

8 substrate, infcluding a first land coupled to the first conductor, and a second land coupled

9 to the secondVonductor, wherein the first and second lands are positioned to be coupled

10 to first and seccuid power supply nodes of the die.

1 29. The methoid recited in claim 28, wherein forming the first portion comprises

2 forming a first signal node, wherein forming the second portion comprises forming a

3 third conductor coupM to the first signal node, and wherein forming the first plurality of

4 lands comprises forming a third land coupled to the third conductor, the third land being

5 positioned to be coupledVo a signal node of the die.

1 30. The method recited in claim 2\ and further comprising:

2 forming a second plurality of lands on a surface of the first portion of the

3 substrate, including a third land coupled tci the first terminal, and a fourth land coupled to

4 the second terminal, and wherein forming tl^ second portion comprises fanning out the

5 plurality of conductors from a first pitch of tn^ first plurality of lands to a second pitch of

6 the second plurality of lands.
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